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Two feminists climb into a rental car, drive 13,000 miles, and walk into a bar. They also
walked into communes, bookstores, a round barn built by an all-women’s farming collective,
a cooperative devoted to non-sexist children’s literature, an IHOP, and several dozen
impromptu house parties. By the end of it, they had a book, the New Woman’s Survival
Catalog, which doubled as a sprawling, energetic, joyful map of the feminist movement of
the early 1970s.
"This was liberation from the patriarchy," Kirsten Grimstad said on a recent afternoon,
smiling fondly. "We were heading out, just shot out of a rocket and crossing the country."
Grimstad is, with Susan Rennie, the co-author of the Survival Catalog, first published in 1973
and reprinted for the first time this fall by Primary Information, an art book publisher.
Today, the book offers a lively window into the pre-Internet era of political organizing, and a
look at the priorities of the early second-wave feminist movement. The large, flat red book
feels like a cross between an encyclopedia and a compendium of zines: It has information
about feminist health collectives, credit unions, arts organizations, union organizing,
woman-made clothing, and legal advocacy groups to help women obtain affordable
divorces. It features flyers and photos from the organizations listed, a hand-drawn,
sometimes psychedelic glimpse into a heady time for art and activism. A Women’s Sexuality
Conference, held in June of 1973, is featured. So is a newly-formed playgroup for children in
Silverlake, Los Angeles, centered on "deemphasizing sexism and racism." There is a cheerily
sketched flyer on "Self-Defense for Hitchhiking," produced by the zine Ain’t I a Woman.
("When you get into the car, light up a cigarette," it advises. "It is a useful weapon. If you get
into trouble, put your cigarette out in his face.")
The book required thousands of miles of travel, and its effects on the authors lasted for
decades. On a recent afternoon, Grimstad and Rennie were sitting at Rennie’s sunwashed
home in Los Angeles, seated snugly on a couch side by side, remembering the epic,
summer-long road trip that shaped both of their lives for the next 45 years.
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Grimstad, Rennie and their collaborators compiling the book. Images courtesy of
Rennie/Grimstad/Primary Information.
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In the early 1970s, Grimstad and Rennie were both active in the burgeoning second-wave
feminist movement in New York; Grimstad was 29 and Rennie 34. Both women had firm
toeholds in the genteel upper middle class. Grimstad was married, working on her doctoral
dissertation and as the assistant vice president for academic affairs at Columbia University,
while Rennie was divorced—"footloose and fancy-free," she said, laughing—and teaching in
Columbia’s German department.
It was not the most comfortable fit for politically active feminists. "We were both academics,"
Grimstad said, "teaching in an essentially patriarchal institution."
That all began to change when Grimstad was asked to put together a bibliography for the
Barnard College’s Women’s Center. The Women’s Center was at that point a fledgling
project, and the bibliography was meant to be a survey of scholarly work being conducted
in the U.S. around women’s studies, then a new discipline.
Grimstad had other ideas. "I incorporated activist organizations and projects”—instead of
just scholarly texts—“which was a subversive thing to do in an academic bibliography," she
said. "But it seemed in the spirit of the times, in the spirit of the feminist movement. Theory
without action was meaningless."
The Women’s Center was supportive, she said: "There was no opposition to my doing it this
way, in a way that embodied a feminist principle of theory and practice, the synthesis
between theory and practice."
In the process, she began to find a startling array of feminist projects across the United
States. "What was exciting was not just what people were talking about in consciousnessraising groups or studying through academic studies, but how these things were being lived
out on the ground by women all across the country," she said. She wrote the groups down,
filed them away on notecards, and began to dream of something bigger.
Rennie met Grimstad at the Women’s Center around this time, and they quickly concluded
together that her research needed to become a book, a thorough survey of the women’s
movement as it existed on the ground across the U.S. They made contact with an editor at
Coward, McCann & Geoghegan, a subsidiary at the time of Putnam, and, lying, assured her
they could mock up five pages of a sample book over a long weekend.
"We hadn’t a clue how to translate the information we were getting into graphic form,"
Rennie said, laughing. "But I had a friend who was a graphic designer, also a feminist." With
her help, they cut and pasted and snipped together a five-page mockup. Just as quickly,
they’d agreed to a lightning-fast deadline, promising to put together a book surveying
feminist activist projects across the country in just seven months. They conceived of it as a
feminist answer to the Whole Earth Catalog, the hippie touchstone which published several
times between 1968 and 1972.
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Grimstad, Rennie and collaborators during book production. Images courtesy of
Rennie/Grimstad/Primary Information.
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To do that, Grimstad said, they knew immediately they would have to hit the road. "It never
occurred to us that we wouldn’t go and do this road trip. That was an essential part of it and
we were thrilled. And they were going to pay us!"
Together, Rennie and Grimstad began calling projects and collectives Grimstad had found
while compiling the bibliography, asking to come visit them, making a rough outline of
where to go. They rented a car—a "greenish" Plymouth Duster, as they remember it—and
found someone to care for Grimstad’s dog, then hit the highway. "We flew off on the road,"
Grimstad said. "It was the feminist Jack Kerouac experience and we were ready for it. It was
wild." (As for her marriage and her dissertation, she said, "I left it all behind and didn’t look
back." She and her husband eventually amicably divorced.)
Their days quickly began to take shape.
"It was very rare that we were in a place that didn’t have a specific group of women that we
were going to talk to," Rennie said. "We’d come into town, and then a lot of these groups
were actually communes or collectives, so we’d stay with them, or someone would offer us a
spare room." They attracted a bit of attention even on the road, she added: "We had a
bumper sticker saying, ‘Women pick up women.’ There was a hitchhiker culture at that time.
When we were on the road, truckers would see this and honk and blast their horns and we
never knew if they were saying ‘Fuck you’ or if it was good. We got a lot of attention from the
truckers."
The groups they visited were excited to welcome them, Grimstad added. "All these women
we were seeking out were so hospitable. It was all spontaneous. It was all spur of the
moment. So we would land someplace like Atlanta. We were following a trail that had been
suggested to us by Rita Mae Brown," the author who’d just published Rubyfruit Jungle that
year. Brown suggested that the women check out the Rubyfruit Jungle Collective, a lesbian
cooperative in Atlanta.
"We went there and they immediately took us in, served us food, poured wine," Grimstad
remembered. "We talked through the night. I don’t know where we slept that night. It was
somewhere in the collective. We were often crashing. We couldn’t stop talking. Everyone
wanted to know what we were finding out. We wanted to know what was going on. These
encounters always wound up as big parties."
"We’d be staying with one group and they’d call all their friends," Rennie agreed. "It was one
big potluck after another, and lots and lots of booze. All the women were breaking free and
expressing themselves. I can’t even remember how many mornings we woke up with
hangovers and had to hit the road." They both laughed.
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A page from the New Woman's Survival Catalog detailing a guide to feminist women's health
centers in California. Image courtesy Rennie/Grimstad/Primary Information.
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Everywhere they went, they found women working to build new and better structures, new
ways to live. They both fell particularly in love with A Woman’s Place, a bookstore in Oakland
run by a group of people living together in a collective house.
"These women were seriously against housework," Rennie said, laughing. "The house was
quite a scene. The morning after we got up to go down to the kitchen and have breakfast
and I said Kirsten, ‘Let’s go to IHOP. I don’t think I can eat here.’ They were putting all their
energy into the things they were doing. Very successfully, too."
"It was a choice they were making, Grimstad added. "They were very creative and
responsible."
At A Woman’s Place, Rennie and Grimstad were drawn to a publication called Country
Women, which had advice on goat tethering, gardening, and a long story about women
working together to make an octagonal barn.
"Everything about this magazine was so amazing," Rennie said. "They identified themselves
as country women who wanted to get away from this hippie counterculture, where the
women were into granny dresses and baking bread.” The Country Women, Rennie added,
found that offensive, that the “back to the land” movement relegated women to the same,
restrictive gender roles as the broader ‘60s culture. Rennie asked a worker at A Woman’s
Place how to contact the country women; she came up with a P.O. Box in Albion, in coastal
northern California. Rennie and Grimstad resolved to drive there and find the goat farm
with the octagonal barn.
When they arrived, they found a "beautiful old farmstead," Rennie recalled, populated by
women in jeans and high rubber boots. "They were marvelously welcoming," she added.
"They showed us around the goat farm. It was a serious enterprise. They had 50 goats." The
women quickly called the other farmers who were women in the area, who treated them to
a huge potluck and a comfortable night in a lightly bat-infested attic. Afterwards, they drove
to the Center For Women’s Spirituality in Wolf Creek, Oregon.
"That was another extraordinary experience," Rennie said. "People were dancing around the
fires naked and invoking the Goddess."
Everywhere they went, Rennie said, "we saw women wanting to empower themselves. There
was this new consciousness."
"That’s what I found so inspiring, the willingness and the readiness to challenge every single
sacred cow, whether it’s that of the solitary artist or for-profit capitalism, the primacy of the
male," Grimstad added, as she reminisced about a Chicago artists’ collective making
astonishing—and totally anonymous—poster art. "Because we were all challenging the
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values of the patriarchy, every other sacred value was open to question. You see these
women actively experimenting with alternative models and alternatives to capitalist
patriarchal hierarchical systems."
P
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Poetry and drawings from the Women's Press Collective, one of the many creative
collectives featured in the book. Images courtesy of Rennie/Grimstad/Primary Information.
In retrospect, it can look like a more innocent—and, in some ways, more oblivious—time.
Rennie and Grimstad are both white; according to them, while many of the organizations
they visited were racially and ethnically diverse, resources specifically by and for women of
color weren’t always easy to find. "Depending on which part of the country we were in—in
the Northwest we weren’t encountering that much diversity," Grimstad said. "There was
more in the South, the major urban areas." (That’s not to say feminist organizations
founded by women of color didn’t exist; the National Black Feminist Organization, for
instance, was founded in 1973, part of a strong wave of activism led by Black women dating
back to the Civil Rights era.)
Nor were trans women highly visible, they both agree, though Grimstad views today’s trans
activism as part of the same lineage. "For me it had to do with claiming our right to define
ourselves as we wanted to and not be defined by our husbands our fathers our brothers,
the society, by gender roles, gender expectations," she said. "Our absolute right to define
ourselves. That’s what we were after. I see the trans movement as being an extension of
that. People have the right to define what their gender is. It’s connected."
The book’s production was as speedy as Grimstad and Rennie’s research, as they told Aiga
Eye on Design in 2018:
The whole production happened in two months in an apartment on Riverside Drive and
106th Street. The bathroom was turned into a darkroom. We rented a machine from IBM
that was called a Composer, and a woman named Mark St. Giles typeset the magazine. The
two of us, along with Fanette Pollack and Ruth Bayard Smith, did all of the writing and
editing. I did a lot of the printing of the photographs; we made screenprints in the
bathroom. We typeset it, we made these screenprints, and we pasted it all up on boards.
What we put together for the publisher was camera-ready copy. At the end we took it all in
a big box to the publishers in a taxi. Then we went to the Russian Tea Room and fell asleep
at dinner, we were so exhausted.
The book didn’t earn the same breathless accord as the Whole Earth Catalog upon its
publication. But it was still recognized as a thorough and important survey of feminist
activism, even earning a snitty writeup from the New York Times, accusing it of “an attitude of
self‐righteous indignation”—what kind of indignation would be acceptable goes unsaid —
and “an overindulgence in paranoia,” which, ditto.
Meanwhile, the experience of the road trip permanently altered both women (though
Grimstad eventually finished her thesis on Thomas Mann). The two of them moved to Los
Angeles to make Chrysalis, a women’s art magazine that they put together with the help of
the feminist artist Judy Chicago and other people working out of The Woman’s Building, a
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radical arts community that existed in a spacious building near downtown Los Angeles until
1991. Chrysalis published between 1977 and 1980; after that, both Rennie and Grimstad
devoted their lives to feminist organizing and non-traditional teaching in one form or
another, right up until the present day.
"It was such a shock, someone sending us an email and wanting to republish the catalogue,"
Grimstad said, of the reprint. In the meantime, they’d been watching a new wave of activism
with appreciation.
"The ecological movement and the crucial aspect of climate change," Rennie said, "there’s a
consciousness that reminds me and evokes some of the feelings and experiences we had
back in those days.
"It has to do with the oppressive hierarchies being challenged in so many ways," Grimstad
agreed. "The climate activism is so related to that, to try to break the grip of these
corporations on things that are not only defining our lives now but the future generations. I
see all these causes as linked and energized. But it’s all a sense of empowerment. The fact
that women are feeling empowered today is just great."
They see social media as a particularly incredible tool. "We could only dream of that,”
Grimstad said. "Our book was a tool to connect and have people see we were part of a
common universe. And now it’s so entirely different to connect with people globally around
values that are important. There’s a dark side, of course, but that’s a price we always pay."
But Rennie and Grimstad aren’t overly modest about what they made. They knew, even at
the time, how crucial it would be. "I said to her at one point, ‘We’re actually compiling an
important historical record," Rennie said. "This is going to be something people go back to.
And that’s what’s happening."
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